Fall-2014

September 3rd Fred Byrd "Amenability"
September 10th Fred Byrd "Amenability.II"
September 17th Ash Amarasinghe "Introduction to Lie groups"
September 24th Ash Amarasinghe "Introduction to Lie groups.II"
October 1st Ash Amarasinghe "Introduction to Lie groups.III"
October 8th Ash Amarasinghe "Introduction to Lie groups.IV"
October 15th Tulsi Srinivasan "Kattov’s analytic dimension."
October 22nd Tulsi Srinivasan "Kattov’s analytic dimension.II"
October 29th Tulsi Srinivasan "Kattov’s analytic dimension.III"
November 5th Fred Byrd "Introduction to Coxeter groups"
November 12th Fred Byrd "Introduction to Coxeter groups.II"
December 3rd "James Clark Introduction to the mapping Class Groups"
December 10th "James Clark Introduction to the mapping Class Groups.II"

Spring-2015

January 21st Tulsi Srinivasan "Constructing hyperbolic groups of arbitrary large dimension. I"
January 28th Tulsi Srinivasan "Constructing hyperbolic groups of arbitrary large dimension.II"
February 4th Tulsi Srinivasan "Constructing hyperbolic groups of arbitrary large dimension.III"
February 11th Ash Amarasinghe "On existence of slice for noncompact group Lie action. I"
February 18th Ash Amarasinghe "On existence of slice for noncompact group Lie action.II"
February 25th Ash Amarasinghe "On existence of slice for noncompact group Lie action.III"
March 11th James Clark "On geometric definition of curvature"
March 18th Parker Edwards "Hausdorff stability for persistence diagram"
March 25th Parker Edwards "Hausdorff stability for persistence diagram.II"
April 1st Fred Byrd "Evasiveness and homotopy type"
April 8th Fred Byrd "Evasiveness and homotopy type.II"
April 15th Fred Byrd "Evasiveness and homotopy type.III"
April 22nd Fred Byrd "Evasiveness and homotopy type.IV"